ABSTRACT

An 83 years old patient with permanent Atrial Fibrillation (AF) and bleeding disorders was referred for Left Atrial Appendage (LAA) closure. The LAA closure device was successfully implanted using the left femoral vein approach as the right femoral vein was occluded. The trans septal puncture and implantation of the LAA closure device were guided by fluoroscopic and transesophageal echocardiographic images. There were no complications. Trans septal puncture guided by a combination of fluoroscopic and transesophageal echocardiographic imaging can be safely carried out using the left femoral vein approach as an alternative option when the right femoral vein is not accessible.
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INTRODUCTION

Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is the most common tachyarrhythmia and is associated with major complications such as thromboembolic events. Anticoagulation therapy remains an important component of AF treatment to avoid thromboembolism. Left Atrial Appendage (LAA) closure may be considered in patients with AF with high stroke risk and contraindications for long term oral anticoagulation. Devices for LAA closure are usually implanted through trans-septal puncture by using the right femoral vein (RFV). Alternative approaches for accessing the left atrium have been reported, but there are no reports on usage of the left femoral vein (LFV) for LAA closure by using watchman device, that is unusual for septal puncture. In this report, we describe a LAA closure in an 83 year old patient using the LFV approach.

CASE REPORT

A 83 years old male patient, with permanent AF with CHADS2 score 3, gastrointestinal bleeding (HAS-BLED = 5) was admitted at our hospital. The medical history included myocardial infarction, percutaneous coronary angioplasty, dilated ischemic cardiomyopathy, moderate left ventricular
dysfunction, NYHA class II, moderate renal failure and hypertension. The patient was considered a candidate for LAA closure using a Watchman device in order to avoid oral anticoagulation (OAC) therapy, according to current guidelines. During the procedure, RFV access was hampered by deployment of right common iliac vein towards left side (Figure 1).

We therefore decided to puncture the interatrial septum using a LFV approach, guided by simultaneously fluoroscopic and Trans-Esophageal Echocardiographic imaging (TEE).

Classically, the puncture site is reached by pulling the TS sheath down into the right atrium and Fossa Ovalis (FO) respectively while observing the two drop movement. When using the LFV approach, this maneuver is very difficult and usually unsuccessful, particularly due to the angulation at the junction between the left common iliac vein and inferior vena cava. This angulation turns the needle away from the interatrial septum, thus hampering good contact with the wall of FO. In our case, we were unable to see the two drop movements into the right atrium and FO even when using needles with different curves. We then combined fluoroscopic and TEE images to confirm the exact position of the TS sheath and subsequently steer it into the FO (Figure 2). Using this approach we successfully performed TS puncture and implanted the Watchman device (Figure 2). There were no complications and the patient was discharged on the third postoperative day. After two years of follow-up the patient remained asymptomatic, free of OAC therapy and without any cerebrovascular events.

Figure 1: Computed Tomography Angiographic Image of Pelvis Illustrating the Vascular Anatomy.

Figure 2: The TEE Views Showing the Site of the Trans-Septal Puncture and the LAA Measurements (a, c). Insertion Of The Trans-Septal Sheath Using The Left Femoral Vein (e). Fluoroscopic View of the Puncture Site, Insertion, Deployment And The Implanted Device In Laa (b,d,f,g).
DISCUSSION

According to our knowledge, we reported for the first time a watchman device implantation using the left femoral vein approach. Only a few cases have been reported in which other routes to the left atrium were described including the trans jugular and LFV approach. These approaches were used for percutaneous transvenous mitral commissurotomy, mitral balloon valvulotomy and ablative therapy. However, the two drop movement cannot be seen when using these approaches and we therefore preferred the LFV approach. This two drop movement is helpful for localizing the fossa ovalis, but for accurate determination, the aid of simultaneous fluoroscopic and TEE imaging facilitates identification of the puncture site. This case shows that the LFV approach can be used safely to perform left sided procedures including devices implantation.

CONCLUSION

TS puncture guided by a combination of fluoroscopic and TEE images can be safely carried out by using the LFV approach as an alternative option when the RFV is not accessible.
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